Weekly Highlights

Week 09/10: Sat 2nd - Friday 8th March 2019

Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?, Monday-Friday, 9pm
Jeremy Clarkson presents as the quiz show returns.
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Francesca Cumani and Ed Chamberlin present live coverage of the day’s big horse races from Doncaster, a key milestone on the road to the Grand National.

The Doncaster feature race is the Grimthorpe Chase, and there are further fixtures at Newbury and Kelso, where the Premier Hurdle is one of the hotly anticipated events. Analysis is by Mick Fitzgerald and Luke Harvey, with Richard Hoiles commentating.

The Voice returns with round two of the Battles, in which all of the remaining acts will have to be at their best as they fight to keep their place on their coach’s team.

Will.i.am, Jennifer Hudson, Tom Jones, and Olly Murs return to the red chairs as their acts give everything they have to stay in the game. But anyone who fails always has a lifeline – will the other coaches be looking to steal them for their own teams?
The Jonathan Ross Show
Saturday, 9.25pm
2nd March
ITV

Rossy is back for a brand-new series of his long-running chat show extravaganza, featuring some of the biggest stars on the planet dropping by for a chin wag.

In this opener, Jonathan is joined by Brie Larson and Samuel L Jackson for chat about Marvel blockbuster Captain Marvel, while will.i.am and Jennifer Hudson discuss The Voice UK. Seann Walsh also drops by, and rocker Bryan Adams provides the music.

Dancing On Ice
Sunday, 6pm
3rd March
ITV

Holly Willoughby and Phillip Schofield present as The Greatest Show on Ice reaches the semi-final and the contestants go all out to impress the judges.

The four remaining celebs battle it out for a place in the Grand Final, but who will be triumphant and who will face the dreaded Skate-Off and an early exit? Plus, there will be a very special musical performance from chart-topping singer Olly Murs.
Shaun Evans concludes his latest run as the young and talented DS Endeavour Morse keeping the streets of 1960s Oxford safe from a whole host of criminals.

The shocking murder of a respected Oxford librarian and a local tragedy test Endeavour Morse and the whole team to their limits, as they struggle to uncover the truth behind the crime that leaves them all haunted by difficult memories.

The Kyle Files
Monday, 8pm
4th March
ITV

Jeremy Kyle steps out of his studio in order to investigate another pressing issue that’s having an impact the lives of ordinary people across the UK today.

A new investigation sees Jeremy looking into the ‘sex-for-rent’ phenomenon brought about by the housing crisis, which has left as many as 250,000 vulnerable women in a position of having to offer landlords sex to keep a roof over their heads.
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?
Monday-Friday, 9pm
4th-8th March
ITV

The greatest quiz show on telly returns for a new series with the inimitable Jeremy Clarkson at the helm, and a host of new contestants chasing the millionaire dream.

Between the contestants and one million pounds are questions on all manner of general knowledge, but luckily the contestants have four lifelines on hand to help them on their way: Phone a Friend, 50:50, Ask the Audience and Ask the Host.

This Time Next Year
Tuesday, 8pm
5th March
ITV

Davina McCall chats with several new people who are desperate to turn their lives around, and meets them again one year later to see how they’ve done.

Davina meets a woman determined to have a wedding party to remember, five years after her big day. Plus, a young man is hoping to secure his first job and prove that autism can’t hold him back, and a woman with anxiety dreams of heading abroad.
Ibiza Weekender
Sunday, 9pm
3rd March
ITV2

The reps return for another sizzling episode featuring dancing, drama, and debauchery beneath the Mediterranean sun, and a new recruit shakes things up.

New rep Nicola has a history with Jordan, which worries Isobel, even though the pair are technically not ‘a thing’ anymore. Callum has a tough time when old flame Catherine arrives, while Savvas shows visiting Georgie a weekend to remember.

The Stand Up Sketch Show
Monday, 10pm
4th March
ITV2

The hilarious series reaches its conclusion with a gaggle of fresh stand-up routines from some of the UK’s most renowned and best up-and-coming acts.

Old hand Russell Kane kicks off the fun for the final show, and exciting newcomer Fern Brady picks up the baton with a side-splitting routine that shows why she’s been winning awards. Suzi Ruffell brings it all home with her thoughtful funnies.
Sam & Billie Faiers: The Mummy Diaries
Wednesday, 9pm
6th March
ITVBe

Sam and Billie return for a brand-new series of the reality show that follows their adventures as young working mums juggling family, work and fun!

In the opener, the countdown to Billie and Greg’s wedding has begun, but tensions are mounting around the question of costs. Elsewhere, Sam plans a new room for little Paul, and she and big Paul have a tough decision to make about the business.

Dinner Date
Wednesday, 8pm
6th March
ITVBe

Love is in the air as another contestant chooses three blind dates to spend an evening with based on menus put together by five potential romancers.

Jamie from St Helens is the latest love-sick soul looking for that special someone to cook their way into his heart, but which of the five menus will he pick, and will any of his dinner dates ignite the spark that leads them both down the path of love?
The Durrells
Sunday, 8pm & 9pm
4th March
ITV3

Another chance to catch up on the third series of the gentle drama based on Gerald Durrell’s beloved Corfu memoirs, starring the inimitable Keeley Hawes.

Larry arrives at Aunt Hermione’s house in Bournemouth, only to quickly set off to see friends in London. Louisa is stuck with her cousins Prue, Geoffrey and Basil. In Corfu, Leslie takes charge of the house, and is quickly offered a job as a local policeman.

Lewis
Wednesday, 8pm
6th March
ITV3

Inspector Lewis is back to take on some of Oxford’s most troubling and complicated cases, along with his partner Detective Sargent James Hathaway.

When a classics scholar is stabbed to death and dumped in the Oxford Canal, Lewis, Hathaway and Maddox find themselves at the centre of a web of crime involving cocaine, in-vitro fertilisation and the plays of the ancient philosopher Euripides.
The UK Open in Minehead reaches what is sure to be a dramatic conclusion, who will make it so Sunday night’s final and be in with a chance of glory?

Jacqui Oatley is joined by Chris Mason and Alan Warriner-Little for the fourth round on Saturday afternoon, and into the quarter finals in the evening and Sunday morning. Sunday evening features both the semi finals and the all-important final.

The second of the three Coral Series tournaments kicks off, with the top 16 players on the one-year ranking list coming together to battle it out in Preston.

Last year, Ronnie O'Sullivan beat Shaun Murphy to take the title, and The Rocket will be back to defend his crown from a host of snooker's biggest names. But nothing is set in stone in this game, and the week's sessions are certain to offer up surprises.
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Project Z
Wednesday, 5pm
6th March
CITV

The Zed infestation continues to turn the nation into a horde of terrifying ghouls, and only a handful of young survivors can figure out how to save the day!

A school in East London is overrun with the Zed plague, and five young pupils must solve puzzles with teamwork, patience, and cunning to figure out what's going on, escape the Zeds and help take down the evil company at the heart of it all – Itopia.

Scrambled! Bloopers
Thursday, 5pm
7th March
CITV

CITV's flagship show returns for a special one-off episode looking at all of the hilarious goofs, gaffs, and laughs that made us all love watching Scrambled!

Sam, Kerry, Arielle and Luke all offer up some of their favourite moments from the show so far, as well as revealing some of their most embarrassing slip-ups and mistakes that are sure to make everyone smile. Strap in, it's going to be a bumpy ride.
The Hub Top 10

01 | The BRIT Awards Broadcast - 21st February. Another chance to see Jack Whitehall present the glamorous awards ceremony celebrating the very best of the music industry.

02 | Cold Feet Broadcast - 18th February. Adam and Karen continue their secret relationship, but what will the fallout be when their friends realise what they've been up to?

03 | Through the Keyhole Broadcast - 16th February. Host with the most Keith Lemon is joined by Jimmy Carr, Carol Vorderman and Kriss Akabusi.

04 | Coronation Street Broadcast - 21st February. Amy turns to Bethany for support, while Mary accepts Tyrone and Ruby’s invite, and Gina tries to build bridges with Sally.

05 | Emmerdale Broadcast - 21st February. Charity can’t help but meddle in other people’s business. Elsewhere, Cain and Matty are thrown together, and Bernice is left stunned.

06 | Martin Clunes: Islands of America Broadcast - 19th February. Martin visits Puerto Rico to see how the islanders have recovered and rebuilt following the damage done by Hurricane Maria back in 2017.

07 | Call the Cleaners Broadcast - 19th February. Yvonne and Angela tend to an abandoned house with a leaky water tank, Maxine and Jasmine tackle a home filled with cat poo and Steve takes on a catastrophic kitchen.

08 | James Martin’s Saturday Morning Broadcast - 16th February. The host is joined by Philip Glenister and Cyrus Todiwala as he makes Thai prawn salad and osso bucco.

09 | Small Fortune Broadcast - 16th February. Dermot O’Leary presents a special edition of the game show as Richard and Chloe Madeley and James Haskell look to win big for charity.

10 | Ainsley’s Caribbean Kitchen Broadcast - 17th February. The chef is on the Spice Island – Grenada – where he visits Dougaldston Spice Estate.